oncave profiles have been presented as a way to optimize both the mechanical stability of slopes (Gray, 2013; Jeldes, et al., 2015a Jeldes, et al., , 2015b Sokolovskiĭ, 1960; Utili and Nova, 2007; Vahedifard et al., 2016a Vahedifard et al., , 2016b Zhang et al., 2017) and the water erosion resistance of slopes (Jeldes et al., 2015a; Rieke-Zapp and Nearing, 2005) . Jeldes et al. (2015a) suggested an approach to combine the mechanical and erosional benefits of concave slopes that includes (1) a procedure to obtain concave contours with the desired degree of mechanical stability, and (2) quantification of the effectiveness of those slopes in reducing erosion and sediment delivery. This approach results in slopes that appear more natural and constitutes an eco-technical solution to the design of slopes as a function of familiar geotechnical engineering parameters. However, while those slopes are effective in reducing erosion and providing mechanical stability, their concave profiles may not be in equilibrium from an erosion perspective. Evidence exists that natural fluvial systems seek erosion and sediment transport equilibrium, and in doing so they adjust their geometry in order to achieve a steady-state form (Yang and Song, 1979 ) that will be relatively constant over time. This shape is usually referred to as an equilibrium shape, with a concave form characterized by parallel retreat (Penck, 1953; Schumm, 1956; Twidale, 2007) . In other words, manmade slopes (e.g., planar slopes) undergo continuous changes in slope morphology triggered by water erosion forces to ultimately achieve this equilibrium condition. During this process, large amounts of soil are eroded. Geomorphological evolution toward an erosion equilibrium state does not imply that the resulting slopes are mechanically stable. A true equilibrium state will be achieved only when both erosion equilibrium and long-term mechanical gravitational stability are satisfied. If slopes can be designed and constructed with a shape that minimizes sediment delivery and provides substantial slope stability, the overall result should be a more natural and sustainable design. The question becomes whether we can describe such sustainable slopes when both erosion and mechanical equilibrium requirements are met.
In this article, the concept of steady-state landforms is explored, and changes in slope morphology toward a concave erosion equilibrium shape are described. Using the fundamental relationships of the RUSLE2 erosion model, concave profiles in water erosion equilibrium are identified and described, and a simple approach to determine those long-term mechanically stable erosion equilibrium shapes is proposed for any given combination of soil stresses and strength. A definition of the approximate limiting erosion rate at which equilibrium erosion shapes become mechanically stable and thus sustainable is explored, and a mathematical expression to obtain this limiting erosion rate is offered as a function of the Mohr-Coulomb soil strength parameters.
BACKGROUND CONCAVE PROFILES AS EROSION EQUILIBRIUM SHAPES
In nature, slope profiles are rarely uniform but are usually curvilinear. This seems to be the result of a natural geomorphological evolution process of streams and slopes in which an optimum equilibrium profile is sought (Schor and Gray, 2007) . According to Leopold and Langbein (1962) , the distribution of the energy in a fluvial system tends toward a state of maximum entropy, which is characterized by a uniform energy dissipation in which the same energy dissipation is experienced at each point in the landscape (Miyamoto et al., 2005) . Leopold and Langbein (1962) showed that the most probable longitudinal profile in a fluvial system is concave. Later studies have validated Leopold and Langbein's ideas (Molnár and Ramírez, 1998; Rodríguez-Iturbe et al., 1992; Yang and Song, 1979) and have introduced new concepts, such as minimum entropy production as a characteristic of the steady equilibrium of a geomorphic system (Miyamoto et al., 2005) , and the concept of minimum rate of energy dissipation experienced by equilibrium shapes (Yang and Song, 1979) . According to Yang and Song (1979) , if fluvial systems deviate from an equilibrium state, the properties of slope inclination, roughness, channel geometry, and flow velocity will experience continuous adjustments in order to again achieve a steady equilibrium state. Other authors have also proposed concave profiles as the equilibrium or steady shape in fluvial systems (Goldrick and Bishop, 2007; Larue, 2008; Smith et al., 2000; Snyder et al., 2000) .
Steady concave shapes have also been proposed as the result of hillslope evolution. According to Pelletier and Rasmussen (2009) , slopes in more humid areas tend to be more complex in cross-section (concave slope with convexity in the upper portion), while slopes in more arid regions tend to have concave forms. According to Schumm (1956) , complex slope shapes are formed mainly by gravity-driven forces because soils in humid areas are usually covered by thick vegetation and the role of water erosion is reduced. On the other hand, when the slope surface is affected by rainfall-driven erosion, the formation of concave equilibrium slopes is expected (Schumm, 1956) , and, at the point of equilibrium, parallel or lateral slope retreat occurs as the equilibrium concave shape is maintained over time (Nash, 1980; Pelletier and Rasmussen, 2009; Schumm, 1956) . The equilibrium shape is characterized by a uniform rate of erosion everywhere on the slope profile (Hack, 1960; Montgomery, 2001 ). Twidale and Milnes (1983) proposed that parallel retreat in concave slopes occurs sequentially in a series of soil movement stages starting from the slope toe and evolving upward until the same slope concavity shape is formed again.
This geomorphology concept of a steady-state condition is not exempt from criticism. Bracken and Wainwright (2008) reviewed several methods employed to measure geomorphological equilibrium and concluded that the lack of a precise definition of the spatial and temporal scales in geomorphology evolution makes many of the ideas related to steady forms untestable. Phillips (2011) stated that although steady-state conditions are sometimes observed in nature, they are not a realistic representation of how geomorphologic evolution works in general. He also suggested that the idea of concave profiles as the equilibrium shape in fluvial systems is not well supported by empirical or theoretical evidence, casting doubt on the Yang and Song (1979) concept of continuous system adjustments to reach equilibrium. Nevertheless, the fact that geomorphological studies cannot explain or include every variable involved in this complex behavior does not imply that these studies explain nothing. As Phillips (2011) recognized, steady-state assumptions have been useful in interpreting and modeling the evolutionary behavior of earth systems. Furthermore, there is a universal tendency for all natural processes, including geomorphological systems, to adjust and readjust themselves to dynamic equilibrium, i.e., through continuous adjustments between processes like erosion and soil resistance (Abrahams, 1968; Ahnert, 1994) . Through these dynamic adjustments, steadystate landform shapes may be obtained (Abrahams, 1968; Thorn and Welford, 1994) . Steady-state forms may indeed be dependent on the time scale and require unchanging boundary conditions (Thorn and Welford, 1994) , but if any external agent disturbs this steady equilibrium condition, dynamic adjustments will occur, so the system will be naturally reshaped to re-obtain the steady-state form under the new conditions.
SLOPE SHAPE EVOLUTION AND EQUILIBRIUM PROFILES CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Because water erosion on a hillslope is a process involving detachment by runoff flow, raindrop impact, flow energy, and sediment transport, the generalized principle of minimum rate of energy dissipation (Yang and Song, 1979) may be used to explain the concept of steady-state equilibrium shapes and parallel retreat observed in slope evolution. Here, a simple conceptual model is offered in an attempt to explain the changes in morphology of slopes actively eroded by water. For a slope in an initial unbalanced state (e.g., a planar slope), continuous changes in the slope geometry and water flow velocities are expected in order for the system to adjust and reach equilibrium. In this process, the overall erosion rate would gradually decrease until a constant rate of erosion along the profile is achieved. The evolution toward a constant rate of erosion implies a reduction in the difference in energy entering and leaving the system with respect to a previous point in time, eventually reaching a minimum. According to Hack (1960) , the steady-state equilibrium of the landscape requires the existence of opposing forces counteracting and balancing each other, such that energy dissipation can exist. As explained below, these opposing forces can conceptually be the slope length and slope steepness.
Assuming that raindrop impact is even everywhere on the slope, erosion increases with slope length through the increase in cumulative runoff. The effectiveness of that runoff in detaching sediment or in transporting eroded sediment depends on both the runoff rate and on its turbulent energy, which for a defined surface condition is determined primarily by the slope steepness. On a planar slope, the steepness is constant, so both the detachment and transport rates increase with distance downslope ( fig. 1 ) due to the increasing slope length (Young and Mutchler, 1969) . This results in a higher erosion rate at the lower portion of the slope, and consequently a faster retreat of that portion. In contrast, on a concave slope, the steepness decreases with increased slope length, so the increase in detachment and transport potential due to the increased slope length is counteracted by a reduction due to the decreased steepness. This is consistent with the idea of balanced opposing forces described by Hack (1960) . This natural morphologic evolution toward a concave slope requires a combination of soil detachment along the hillslope and soil deposition at the slope base ( fig. 1 ) until an equilibrium state is reached in which the concave geometry experiences a constant detachment and transport rate at every point along the slope. Once this shape is achieved, the slope profile will not suffer further adjustments, and the slope will erode in the parallel retreat mode illustrated in figure 2. If the slope deviates from this equilibrium shape, it will experience continuous adjustments until a new steady equilibrium state is reached.
Over time, in more humid areas, the sharp edge at the top of the slope seems to evolve to a convex form ( fig. 2) , yielding a more complex slope contour, as seen in many natural landscapes. It is not clear if this convexity is due to higherodibility soil conditions triggered by runoff coming over the top edge that infiltrates and saturates the soil, or due to a series of small mechanical failures caused by the steepness of the contour and the effects of transient flow through the top edge. Because the mechanisms behind the formation of convexity at the upper portion of the slope are not fully understood, this effect is not included in the development of the model in the subsequent sections.
GENERAL APPROACH
From the previous discussion, we conclude that physical processes shape slopes into concave profiles, and such profiles represent a topographic equilibrium condition. Here, we concentrate not on modeling the time-scale geomorphological evolution of slopes but rather on describing the equilibrium shape that provides the necessary parallel retreat. Based on this approach, once the concave equilibrium shape has been developed, the mechanism controlling parallel retreat is erosion, so depositional processes do not need to be included in the description.
As described above, the steady-state concave shape is characterized by a uniform water erosion rate along the slope. However, many potential concave profiles can satisfy this condition, so the steady-state shape may not be unique. This may be explained using the widely recognized Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE2; USDA-ARS, 2008):
where the predicted soil loss A (Mg ha
) is directly proportional to the rainfall erosivity R (MJ·mm / ha·h·year) quantifying the rainfall's erosive potential, the soil erodibility K (Mg·ha·h / ha·MJ·mm) defining the soil's susceptibility to that erosivity, the topographic factor LS (dimensionless) representing slope length and steepness effects, the surface cover factor C (dimensionless), and the conservation practices factor P (dimensionless). To observe solely the influence of the landscape topography or slope shape on the erosion rate, let us assume that all the variables remain constant across the landscape except the topographic factor LS, which corresponds to the combined action of the slope length factor L and the slope steepness factor S. The length factor is not a function of the length along the profile but of the slope horizontal length . The steepness factor is a function of the angle of the slope with respect to the horizontal , and it varies in form depending on the relative values of steepness and horizontal slope length. The longer the horizontal slope length, the higher the observed erosion rate will be. Similarly, the steeper the slope, the higher the erosion rate will be. Because the steepness is constant in a planar slope, the erosion rate will uniformly increase downslope due to the increasing slope length. Figure 3 illustrates the erosion rate experienced by four different points on a planar slope profile having bare soil surface conditions, assuming that all other inputs are equal to one in order to display the relative position differences. At the top of the slope (point 0), erosion is mainly controlled by raindrop detachment (sheet erosion), and the erosion rate will be proportional to the slope angle only. At this point, little erosion is observed. As the runoff moves downslope it starts accumulating sufficient energy to detach soil particles, and that energy is directly proportional to the runoff length and the slope angle. Thus, at point 1 on the profile, the experienced erosion rate A p1 will be equal to the product of the length factor L p1 (a function of the horizontal slope length  p1 ) and the steepness factor S (a function of the slope angle ). Further down the slope, runoff gains more energy due to the greater cumulative flow rate, so the erosion rate at point 2 will be greater than at point 1 (A p2 > A p1 ). Similarly, the erosion rate at point 3 will be greater than at point 2, and the result is a continuously increasing erosion rate
What if the increase in slope length (moving downslope) is counteracted by a decrease in the slope angle such that the erosion rate remains equal along the profile? This would be the case if the value of L i S i is constant for all segments. The resulting shape of this compensation process would be concave, with a constant rate of erosion along the profile. Notice that the entire erosion phenomenon starts at the uppermost point of the slope, where only sheet erosion exists, and that sheet erosion is a function only of the slope angle. Different initial slope angles will yield different initial rates of erosion, resulting in different subsequent downhill combinations of lengths and angles in order to achieve the same rate of erosion everywhere. Thus, many concave shapes can satisfy the condition of a constant erosion rate, each with a different level of constant erosion controlled by the assumed angle of the top segment. Figure 4a shows a steep profile with an initial angle of  0h at the top of the slope and a high initial erosion rate A 0h = S( 0h ). To maintain this erosion production along the profile (A 0h = A 1h = A 2h = A 3h ), the angle of the slope  i must continuously decrease. Notice that the erosion at  i needs to be a function of L i and S i , which in turn are functions of  i and Figure 4b shows a profile initially inclined at  0m at the top. Because  0m <  0h , the initial erosion rate for this case will be A 0m < A 0h , and the adjustment process to achieve a constant erosion rate will yield a profile somewhat less steep. Similarly, the case illustrated in figure 4c corresponds to an even gentler concave profile, due to an even smaller initial rate of erosion A 0l . Notice that, for the same soil strength, an increase in mechanical stability from case (a) to case (c) is perceived due to the decrease in overall inclination.
RUSLE2 APPROXIMATION TO STEADY-STATE CONCAVE SLOPES

Normalized Rate of Erosion and Equations for LS
Following this approach, different levels of constant erosion will determine the concavity of the slope profile, starting from the initial angle at the top of the slope. To expand on this, let us first rewrite equation 1 and define a normalized erosion rate A n such that the amount of erosion is identical to the topographic factor LS: .
LS
. .
where  is the slope angle measured in degrees. The factor m in equation 3 is called the slope length exponent and can be calculated as follows (Foster et al., 1977) :
where  is the ratio of rill to interrill erosion defined as (McCool et al., 1989) : . .
with  in ft (U.S. customary units). -ARS, 2008) . Notice that equation 3 is not a function of the slope length , and the same erosion rate is computed at any point on the profile that is shorter than 0.92 m (3 ft). This is because only sheet erosion is observed for such short flow lengths (Meyer and Harmon, 1989) .
As seen in the relationships above, LS values are essentially time-invariant, with the value of m depending primarily on soil type and slope steepness and the other LS variables being constant. The other RUSLE2 factors (R, K, C, and P), representing rainfall erosivity, soil erodibility, and management impacts, may vary greatly with time based on climate and management changes. Although the actual erosion rate A will change with these other factors, LS and therefore the normalized erosion rate A n will remain constant. Once a stable equilibrium profile is achieved, the rate of slope recession may vary greatly with time as R, K, C, P, and A change, but the slope shape will remain the same as controlled by the constant A n .
DISCRETIZATION OF CONCAVE SLOPE PROFILE WITH LINEAR SEGMENTS OF EQUAL EROSION RATES
By assuming that an equilibrium concave profile can be obtained from the assembly of a discrete number of small linear segments ( fig. 5 ) in which the same normalized erosion rate holds on every segment, a selected initial normalized erosion rate A 1 n can be employed to determine the angle of the first linear segment  1 at the top of the slope. From this point forward, each subsequent segment must produce on average the same amount of normalized erosion A 1 n on the segment's length:
where A i n and p i are the ith segment's normalized erosion rate and erosion production, respectively, and x i is the ith segment's horizontal length. Erosion production is defined as the total normalized erosion times the total horizontal distance at a particular point in the profile. Therefore, p i becomes the difference between the erosion produced at the initial and final points of the ith segment ( fig. 5 ). Making use of equation 2, p i can be expressed as:
Subsequently, the normalized erosion rate on the ith segment becomes:
Having a known initial normalized erosion rate A 1 n and making the length of the first slope segment x 1 =  1 = 0.92 m (because erosion calculations are invariant below this point),  1 can be determined, and with it the coordinates of the end point of the first segment using simple trigonometry, with the initial point as the origin of the coordinate system (fig. 5). Equation 9 is then used to obtain the coordinates of the lower end of the second segment. Here,  2 =  1 = x (x is the selected horizontal length of each subsequent linear segment) and A 2 n = A 1 n , so  2 is the only remaining variable. Notice that  i-1 is always known, so  i is the only variable to be determined. Repeating this process, the angle of all the subsequent segments can be determined along with the associated (x, y) coordinates of each point, with  corresponding to the x coordinate. Notice also that, in the selected reference frame, the x-axis is positive to the right and the y-axis is positive downward. Given the recursive nature of the proposed methodology and the non-linearity of the LS equations, a numerical solution for  i was implemented.
At the top of the slope (  0.92 m), the erosion is dominated by raindrop detachment. Therefore, the prediction of the slope contour results in a linear segment. However, here the overland flow path length is not important, and the linear shape of the first segment can be arbitrarily modified such that it preserves the overall slope shape predicted for  > 0.92 m (3 ft). A third-order polynomial of the following form:
was chosen to construct a cubic spline for   [0, 0.92 m]. The boundary conditions are:
To satisfy a continuity condition:
After imposing these boundary conditions on equation 10, the problem becomes a linear system of equations that will provide the resulting values of  1 ,  2 ,  3 , and  4 defining the polynomial function. Different functions are obtained for different initial normalized erosion rates A 1 n .
SUSTAINABLE SLOPES: MECHANICAL AND EROSION STABILITY
The approach described above produces a family of concave profiles satisfying the water erosion equilibrium condition. However, a truly stable slope must be stable for both mechanical and water erosion processes. Employing the critical slope contour approximation proposed by Jeldes et al. (2015b) , those steady concave shapes that also have longterm stability were investigated (for a given mechanical soil strength defined by the Mohr-Coulomb parameters of friction angle , cohesion c, and unit weight ), using the following relationship:
1 sin ln 1 ln 1 1 sin 
In these relationships H is the tensile strength of the soil, K a = (1  sin) / (1 + sin) is the Rankine active coefficient of earth pressure, y is the geo-static vertical stress, and h cr is the height of the tension zone. The equation describes a slope contour in the quadrant with the x-axis positive to the right and the y-axis positive downward, with h cr lying above the x-axis (Jeldes et al., 2015b) . Because in practice h cr does not significantly affect the mechanical slope behavior, the top of the slope coincides with the x-axis for the analyses presented here. In most instances, the sharp cusp at the origin of the coordinate system ( fig. 6) would not exist (i.e., a rounded intersection between the top and the face of the slope); however, there are cases where such sharp cusps exist in weakly or moderately cemented materials Sitar, 2008, 2011) . In this article, the sharp cusp is maintained to be consistent with the theoretical mathematical solution.
Slopes in erosion equilibrium that are less steep than the critical slope described by equations 15 through 20 are mechanically stable, while steeper slopes are unstable. This is illustrated in figure 6 , where two different slopes in erosion equilibrium are shown for a soil defined by unique , c, and . Here, profile 1 satisfies both the erosion and mechanical equilibrium requirements, and therefore becomes a sustainable slope with a steady-state shape over time. Profile 2, on the other hand, only satisfies erosion equilibrium, and mechanical failures are expected, which would alter the erosion equilibrium shape. However, natural adjustments may bring the slope to a new erosion equilibrium state that, if not mechanically stable, will repeat the failure and natural re-shaping process, creating cyclic changes in morphology over time.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CONCAVE SLOPES WITH CONSTANT EROSION RATE
A family of concave slopes with constant rates of normalized erosion (A 1 n = 0.506 to 1.068) along the profile is shown in figure 7 . This range of constant normalized erosion rates allows for top segments (steepest slope section) with inclinations ranging from 10° to 80°. These concave slopes are the result of a numerical solution of equations 9 through 14, with a discretization length of x = 0.03 m (0.1 ft). This length was selected to be small enough such that the ratio  i / i-1 remained within the range of 0.9 to 0.99 for the majority of the slope length. The computations stopped when  i fell below 3°. In this family of profiles, there is a clear increase in the overall slope steepness as A 1 n increases. The overall steepness, defined as the slope of a straight line that connects the origin (top of slope) with the base (toe of slope), increases at a much faster rate for A 1 n  1 (fig. 8 ). This means that the predicted equilibrium concave profiles are more sensitive to values of LS  1. Although the entire family of profiles is in erosion equilibrium (equal normalized erosion rate along the profile), these concave slopes may or may not be mechanically stable, so their stability must be analyzed based on the critical concave slope concept.
Notice that, in the analyses, constant normalized erosion is implied for the whole extent of the concave slope. In reality, when the concave slope encounters a relatively horizontal surface (e.g., at the bottom of the slope), part of the detached soil is deposited. For erosion to occur along a slope, the transport capacity of the flow (T c ) must be greater than its sediment load (q). Transport capacity is a measure of how much sediment the runoff can carry and therefore is a function of the kinetic energy of the flow, which decreases as the slope becomes less steep. When the flow reaches a relatively flat area, T c becomes less than q, and the flow is not capable of detaching new soil nor transporting the eroded soil, leading to deposition. Even though the employed equations do not capture this deposition effect (i.e., the concave slope shape is mathematically developed from top to bottom based on normalized erosion), the eroding portion of the profile will not be affected by deposition. Because the portion of the slope that can be affected by deposition is only a fraction of the profile, we assume for simplicity that the eroded materials are carried outside the slope, and the profile, with a constant normalized erosion rate, remains as predicted. Figure 9 illustrates the sustainable slope concept for a medium soft clay soil with  = 20° and c/ = 1 m (e.g., a soil with c = 20 kPa and  = 20 kN m -3
SUSTAINABLE SLOPES
). Using equations 15 through 20, the critical concave slope (with a factor of safety FS = 1) for this specific soil was determined and plotted together with the normalized erosion equilibrium shapes. For the purpose of this comparison, the vertical tension zone of height h cr  is not displayed. The results suggest that for this specific soil, normalized erosion equilibrium slopes with A 1 n  1.05 would be mechanically stable and therefore would be sustainable with steady shapes over time. On the other hand, equilibrium concave shapes with A 1 n > 1.05 (shown with dashed lines in fig. 9 ) are likely to experience mechanical failures, so changes in morphology and high delivery rates would be likely. A second case is illustrated in figure 10 
In practice, slopes are rarely designed for mechanical stability with FS = 1, as some additional margin of safety is desired. Depending on the conditions and the impact of potential failure, slopes are designed for a selected minimum FS that is always greater than 1. The concept of sustainable slopes can be extended by introducing critical concave contours with FS > 1 (Jeldes et al., 2015a) . For example, figure 12 shows normalized erosion equilibrium slopes and concave shapes satisfying FS = 1.5 for  = 20°, 25°, 30°, 35° and 40° and c/ = 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 m. Normalized erosion equilibrium slopes less steep than the critical contour for a given set of  and c/ values will be sustainable, and their shear strength along the most critical failure surface will be at least 50% greater than that required to maintain mechanical equilibrium in the long-term. Similar charts can be constructed for other desired FS values.
This article has presented the argument that slopes in nature are seldom planar, and concave profiles are naturally formed as a result of evolutionary processes that seek erosion equilibrium. The logical conclusion is that constructed profiles should not be planar but rather should be of a more sustainable natural shape. The results presented here suggest that concave slopes can be constructed to achieve both minimal steady-state erosion equilibrium and mechanical stability. The desired profile could be selected by balancing allowable erosion rates and desired mechanical stability for specific site conditions and regulation requirements, such as discharge into sensitive waterbodies, highly erodible soils, and space limitations. Figure 12 can then be used as a design tool for the construction of slopes reflecting more natural landforms, while minimizing sediment delivery during initial slope shape adjustments. For cases where the location of the engineered slope toe and/or crest is dictated by constraints of space availability, the proposed methodology could be used as a starting point upon which further iterations or modifications could be applied to find the shape that best suits the needs of the specific project. If this is done, erosion and sediment control activities to handle the eroded sediment can be less rigorous and more effective. The increasing precision of GPS-based construction equipment suggests that such complex landforms can be now achieved with high accuracy, while deviations in the constructed slope profile due to typical construction inaccuracies do not compromise the stability of concave slopes (Jeldes et al., 2015a) . With current construction technology, sustainable concave slopes can become more than a theoretical exercise.
LIMITATIONS OF THIS WORK
The methodology presented here has limitations that must be acknowledged. First, the topographic equations of RUSLE2 provide the fundamental prediction of normalized erosion equilibrium slopes. However, RUSLE2 is validated for slope angles less than or equal to 45°, while this analysis used initial normalized erosion rates that sometimes required an initial angle (angle of the first segment x 1 =  1 = 0.92 m) that exceeded this definition. For example, the normalized erosion equilibrium slope defined for A 1 n = 0.927 requires an initial angle of 50°, while the slope defined for A 1 n = 1.068 requires an initial angle of 80°. In this sense, the limits of the empirical basis on which RUSLE2 was developed have been stretched. However, as the flow path crosses the  = 0.92 m limit, the angles rapidly decrease and fall below the 45° def- inition ( fig. 13) . Notice that the angles of the concave slope with the highest normalized erosion rate (A 1 n = 1.068) reach 45° at x = 1.3 m; therefore, the assumption that RUSLE2 holds for  > 45° only affects a small portion of the slope. Future observational work on slopes steeper than 45° with short flow paths would be required to validate the solution for such steep initial segments. What if extrapolation beyond the normal RUSLE2 limit causes the top segment's normalized erosion rate to be somewhat different from expected? That would not invalidate the approach; it would simply shift the result to another of the normalized erosion curves.
In addition, natural slopes often include a convex portion at the top, which may be the result of runoff coming over the top edge of the slope, increasing the soil detachment on a section that otherwise is only affected by sheet erosion. This effect was not included in this model, and future work is needed to understand and model this complex mechanism. Finally, this approach does not consider the effects of transient subsurface flow, nor the short-term stability of sustainable slopes. However, once the desired sustainable concave shape has been selected, the effects of transient groundwater flow can be investigated using commercial slope stability software. Similarly, the short-term stability could be evaluated once the site-specific undrained shear strength has been determined.
CONCLUSIONS
Natural landforms adjust their shape over time in order to seek erosion and sediment transport equilibrium. The resulting equilibrium shape is usually concave with a uniform erosion rate along the profile. In theory, this equilibrium shape would not suffer further adjustments, so the total erosion production is minimized. In this article, a conceptual model was offered in an attempt to explain how concave equilibrium shapes slopes are formed in nature. It was also shown that the equilibrium shape is not unique, and a family of potential slope profiles can exist according to the level of assumed constant normalized erosion experienced by the slope.
The fundamental RUSLE2 model with the assumption of a steady-state slope shape as represented by a time-invariant LS value was used to develop a set of equations describing concave slopes in normalized erosion equilibrium at different levels of constant normalized erosion potential. This does not assume that the actual erosion rate is time-invariant, as that will depend on time-varying rainfall erosivity and management. It rather means that the slope may recede at different rates in time, but it will maintain the same overall slope shape during that recession. The resulting concave profiles were compared with critical (mechanical stability) concave slopes (FS = 1) and concave slopes having FS = 1.5, illustrating how slope shapes can satisfy both normalized erosion equilibrium and the desired degree of mechanical stability. A mathematical expression defining the limiting normalized erosion at which normalized equilibrium erosion shapes become sustainable was provided as a function of the Mohr-Coulomb parameters, and the limitations of this work were discussed. The obtained results suggest that concave slopes can be constructed to achieve both minimal steadystate normalized erosion equilibrium as well as mechanical stability, and that the slope profile can be chosen such that erosion rates and desired mechanical stability are balanced to satisfy site conditions and regulatory requirements. Sustainable concave slopes can contribute to the growing need for environmentally friendly techniques for landform construction and sustainable land management, becoming an attractive alternative to the traditional planar slopes that are typically constructed today.
